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Puer Natus in Bethlehem, Alleluia!
~ A Message from the Headmaster

Dear Friends,
From all of us here at
The Lyceum, Merry
Christmas! We hope that
you experience many
consolations of God’s grace
in this New Year.
Each morning throughout Advent,
Lyceum students and faculty began
m o r n i n g p ra y e r b y s i n g i n g t h e
Gregorian Chant setting of these
words of the prophet Isaiah, the
melody of which poignantly expresses
the longing of Advent:
“Rorate Coeli de super
et nubes pluant Iustum.”

Verum Bonum Pulchrum

~

As most of you already know, The
Lyceum has been blessed with a
matching gift challenge. Every gift
given to the school this academic year
will be matched dollar for dollar. Your
tax-deductible gift to The Lyceum this
year will go doubly far!

graduates will choose to attend a fouryear Catholic liberal arts college to
continue their formation. Education
has to do with the formation of the
human soul, a formation that is finally
directed toward enjoyment of the
Beatific Vision in heaven. That is
something that is worth spending some
time on.

The Lyceum Doubles!
Last September, The Lyceum
opened its doors with thirteen students.
This September, twenty-six students
walked through the doors ready to
learn; to participate in their own
intellectual formation.

Introducing The Lyceum Children’s

Schola Cantorum

(Drop down dew, ye Heavens, from above,
and let the clouds rain the Just One.)

The Lyceum building and its new sign, donated
last July by a generous friend of the school.

Belonging to a school like
The Lyceum brings with it the
opportunity to meet so many fine
people. It was a pleasure to
welcome our new families this
year and establish new
friendships that we hope will last
a very long time. It takes strong
conviction and a long term vision to
join the project of Catholic Liberal
education. The Lyceum aims to teach
students to think; to “learn how to
learn.” We hope that 100% of our
Photo by Steve Horan

Fundraising Climbs to 25% of Goal
The Lyceum fundraising campaign
is making steady progress towards the
goal of raising $60,000. I am happy to
say that as of this
writing we have
sailed past the
$14,000 level with
over 100 gifts.
One of the
blessings I
experience as a
fundraiser is to
see first-hand the
generosity of so
many people who
support our
efforts here at
The Lyceum. Whether it is a check for
$20, $200, or $2,000.00, I am always
struck by a sense of profound gratitude
for friends that sincerely want to see
Catholic Classical education grow.
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We then pray together the shorter
morning office, alternating between
boys and girls on each Psalm verse, as
we do in every season.
I have particularly enjoyed this
opportunity for community prayer
that the school provides. We end our
prayers each day by praying for you,
our families, friends and benefactors.
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Few things are more thrilling to me
than seeing a crowd of children singing
beautiful music. This year Lyceum
faculty formed a new choir, a schola
cantorum, for students between the ages
of seven and twelve. This choir meets
every Wednesday afternoon for practice
at The Lyceum, and, in just three
months, has built a repertoire of chant,
(such as Ave Maria) and even music
arranged for two parts (such as
Mozart’s Ave Verum.) These children
also seem to love the English Hymn Let
All Things Now Living with its lively and
soaring descant, and also the very
singable and prayerful Taize canons
“Magnificat” and “Jubilate Deo.” The
lovely sound these children make is a
testament that it is never too early to
start singing beautiful music.
International Collegiate Institute
Sponsors Inaugural Lecture in “The
Lyceum Lecture Series”
In October, The Lyceum hosted a
delightful lecture on the importance of
exposing children to the “good books.”
Dr. Michael Platt’s lecture, entitled
“The Young, the Good, and the West,”
included a theme that is part of the
legacy of the late John Senior, namely,
that before students can appreciate the
“Great Books,” they first need to be
immersed in the 1000 or so “good
books.” We have taken the liberty of
reprinting a part of Dr. Platt’s lecture
on page 6 of this newsletter. For
those who wish their children to
someday have the pleasure of reading
Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, and
Aquinas with delight and keen
comprehension, Dr. Platt eloquently

answered the question about what
kinds of books these students should
read while still in elementary and
secondary school, and what kind of
good experiences prepare children for
the great ideas; the great books.
Many thanks to Dr. Platt and to
the Intercollegiate Studies Institute for
sponsoring this event. To find out
more about the ISI, go to www.isi.org.

Finis Origine Pendet
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By learning the habits of beauty,
habits
that enable us to see order,
“The end hangs from the beginning,”
unity,
symmetry, harmony, and
as the saying goes. Parents, schools,
proportion,
students are able to see
and indeed all who concern
and
respond
to beauty in the world.
themselves with the formation of the
Developing
these habits are “the
young know the importance of a good
beginnings”
that
we all want for our
beginning. The path of an arrow, its
children,
for
then
they are disposed to
precise trajectory, velocity, and force
see
the
beauty
of
the Creator. St.
can be determined by examining its
Bonaventure
writes
"In beautiful
beginning movement, so too, human
things St. Francis saw Beauty itself,
life seems to have a trajectory that can
The Lyceum Chorale Sings Advent
and through His vestiges imprinted on
almost be wholly predicted by what
Lessons & Carols Program at the
creation he followed his Beloved
happens in the beginning.
Shrine Church of St. Stanislaus
everywhere, making all
things a ladder by which
On December 10 at 7:30 in the
he could climb up and
evening, The Lyceum Chorale and
embrace Him who is
The Lyceum Children’s Schola
utterly desirable.”
Cantorum combined to sing an
evening celebration of Lessons and
One would hope that
Carols with a congregation of 150after 12 years of schooling,
200 people at the historic Shrine
every student would be
Church of St. Stanislaus.
well on his way to having
Focusing on Gregorian chant
acquired the habits of
and polyphony appropriate to the
goodness, truth, and
season of Advent, the nearly 50
beauty. We even ask him
choristers could not have celebrated
to start a somewhat more
this time of “joyful expectation” in a
independent life in college
more beautiful church.
supposing that he will then
The choirs sang 16 selections,
pursue goodness, truth, and
including the timeless favorites;
Paul Erickson (‘08) memorizes his Greek forms ~ φιλώ, φιλεϊς, φιλεϊ... beauty on his own. One
Of the Father’s Love Begotten, Verbum
would hope that a student
Caro Factum Est, Creator Alme
entering college would have the
At The Lyceum, our students are
Siderum, Puer Natus in Bethelehem, Ye
internal motivation, the habits, or at
making beginnings. We want to
Clouds of Heaven, and Gaudete!
least the beginnings of these habits, to
provide an atmosphere in which
pursue the things that lead to his
students can “grow in grace and
Father Chris Weber opened and
highest end.
wisdom.” The beginnings our students
closed the celebration with prayers
have made within their own families
and a blessing. Representing Friends
“Finis origine pendet.” At The Lyceum,
are continued and strengthened at
of the school, parents and the Lyceum
we propose to make good beginnings
School. The life of faith begun in the
board of trustees were respectively
with our students in the formation of
home is continued at school as the life
Frank Fiorilli, Mr. O’Neill, Dennis
the intellectual, moral and aesthetic
of “Faith seeking understanding.”
Rowinski who alternately read the
virtues . In this way, we pray that our
“lessons” between Advent carols.
students will all someday find Him
Classical Catholic education seeks
Who is the beginning and end of all
The Lyceum chorale immerses
to dispose each person to be a fitting
Goodness, Truth, and Beauty.
its members in the rich cultural
vessel for Divine Grace. Following the
heritage of the Church through music,
maxim that “grace builds on nature,”
The Purpose of Liberal Education
and the repertoire changes to suit each
The Lyceum mission assumes that by
We ask our students why they
liturgical season. Along with sacred
acquiring the intellectual habits of
want
to “get an education.” These
music sung in parts, the choir, in
truth, the mind of the student is more
days
the
expected answer is of course
keeping with Vatican II directives on
apt for Divine Truth. By acquiring
“so
that
I can get a good job and
liturgical music, places a special
habits of goodness, students are more
make
a
great
deal of money.” If they
emphasis on learning Gregorian chant.
disposed to living a life of the
do
say
that,
then
we ask them “if I
Theological Virtues. By acquiring
“The Church acknowledges Gregorian chant
were
to
give
you
a
$1,000,000 right
virtues that allow us to see and
as specially suited to the Roman liturgy:
now,
would
you
quit
school?”
respond to beauty, students are
therefore, other things being equal, it should
This usually gets a student to
disposed to the appreciation of Him
be given pride of place in liturgical services.
think
about the proper purpose of
who is Beauty itself.
Sacrosanctum Concilium VI: 116)”.
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The Giovanni Hall at The Lyceum
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education - something which must
necessarily have to do with something
more important than money. In fact,
after some consideration, students can
usually see that only those who have
had a liberal education would know
what to do with themselves or all of
their money should they ever become
wealthy. Liberal education allows a
person to see the order in things;
allows him to see, as St. Augustine
distinguishes, which things are means
and are meant to be used, and which
things are ends and, consequently, are
to be enjoyed for their own sakes.
Liberal education allows, or
rather, it frees a human being to see
and live for those things for which
jobs, careers, and money are merely a
stepping stone. Those without a
liberal education will inevitably misuse
their wealth, and the gift of leisure
beco mes a time for m ere selfgratification or recreation.
The usefulness of such an
education might be questioned, but
The Lyceum, following a long
tradition, holds that it is precisely by
the study of the liberal arts (these
'impractical' arts) that the student
acquires a skill which proves to be
most useful to him throughout his
life. The student of the liberal arts
learns how to learn. Any education may
give students knowledge, but a liberal
education gives students the tools
needed to acquire knowledge. The

Every class at The Lyceum takes place with students sitting around a table. Classical education proposes
the reading and subsequent discussion of primary sources as a fundamental element in the formation of a
student’s mind. Students learn to speak effectively and relevantly. They learn to listen to others and see
different points of view about the same question; in short, they begin to enter into the “Great Conversation.”

student who is unable to acquire
knowledge for himself is perpetually
enslaved by his own ignorance, but
the man who knows how to know is
liberated from it, he has been set free.
According to Robert Hutchins,
the co-founder of the Great Books
movement, the liberal arts are not
even optional; their practice is
essentially part of being fully human:
“The liberal arts are not merely
indispensable; they are unavoidable. Nobody
can decide for himself whether he is going to
be a human being. The only question open to
him is whether he will be an ignorant,
undeveloped one, or one who has sought to
reach the highest point he is capable of
attaining. The question, in short, is whether
he will be a poor liberal artist or a good one.
The liberal artist learns to read,
write, speak, listen, understand, and think.
He learns to reckon, measure, and
manipulate matter, quantity, and motion in
order to predict, produce and exchange. As
we live in the tradition, whether we know it
or not, so we are all liberal artists, whether
we know it or not. We all practice the
liberal arts, well or badly, all the time every
day. As we should understand the
[Western] tradition as well as we can in
order to understand ourselves, so we should
be as good liberal artists as we can in order
to become as fully human as we can.”
Great Books of the Western World, vol. 1: The Great
Conversation: The Substance of a Liberal Education,
Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc., Chicago, 1952.
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How to Choose a School
In the second (2004-5) edition of The
Lyceum Student Handbook, we ask our
students to think about their choice to attend
The Lyceum. The following article addresses
some important questions to consider when
choosing a school.

Many things might make one
school different from another. Many
are the reasons why you might have
chosen to go to a different school
than The Lyceum. You might have
chosen another school because of the
elaborate athletic facilities and many
sports teams. You might have chosen
another school because of the
expensive buildings and computer
facilities. But you and your parents did
not choose another school.
What makes a school worthy of
you? The development of your mind
finally depends on you. How
intelligent and virtuous you become,
aided by God’s grace, depends on you.
Intelligence and virtue do not depend
on expensive buildings and “access to
the internet,” although these things
might at times be convenient. To the
extent that a school helps you to
deepen your understanding and helps
you to “grow in grace and wisdom,”
to that extent is a school worthy of
your choice.
This is why the curriculum of any
school must be the primary factor that
you consider when you choose a
school. The curriculum is the

(The above was taken from The Lyceum
2004-2005 Student Handbook. page 4.)

What Are They Reading Now?
Literature students at The
Lyceum are busy reading Charles
Dickens’ Cricket on the Hearth and other
Stories (Grade 8), Homer’s Odyssey –
the Fitzgerald translation (Grade 9),
and Shakespeare’s King Lear (10-12).
Theology students read from The
New Tesament—The Gospel According
to Mark, St. Thomas’ Summa Theologica,
and The Catechism of the Catholic Church.
Eighth grade science students read
from Fabre’s extra-ordinary works on
insects, the ninth grade works through
Henri Fabre’s work on Astronomy
called “The Heavens” and the Upper
grades read the original writings of
Priestley, Lavoisier, Mendeleev,
Dalton, Bohr, and Farraday.

Calligraphy :
Rhetoric for the Written Word

If you were to visit on a Tuesday or
Thursday afternoon, you might mistake
The Lyceum for a medieval monastery,
as the students, armed with pen, nib and
India Ink, learn to master the Chancery
Italic and Gothic alphabet under the
tutelage of accomplished calligrapher
Mark Langley. At their present rate, you
might soon find them illuminating their
homework!

K
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substance of a school. As a high
school student, it would certainly be
fitting for you to ask the following
questions about the school that you
choose to attend:
• Does the school place the life of the
mind and the pursuit of wisdom as its
highest goal, or does it aim at
something else as its primary goal?
• Are the books worth reading?
• Does the school offer courses that
are directed at forming the mind?
• Does the school have a sound
philosophy underlying its curriculum, or
does the school simply follow the
educational fashion of the day?
• Does the school adopt a method of
instruction that is most effective in
helping a student to think for himself?
• Do the teachers themselves love
learning and wisdom?
• Is the Catholic Faith integral to the
life of the school?
The answers to these questions
have very much to do with what any
particular school is and strives to be.
The answers to these questions are
essential to making a mature decision
about the quality of any school. We
hope that you will take some time to
discuss these questions with your
parents or friends, because they
ultimately have to do with you and
your decision to attend The Lyceum.

Carissa Lawson (‘05) and Martina Ciaravino (‘07)
...smiling as always!

Gratitude Beyond Words
The true wealth of The Lyceum is
found in the people who have chosen
to support the work of The Lyceum
with their own gifts of time and talent.
Each day, we are filled with gratitude
for all of these gifts, and so our
heartfelt thanks go out to…
...our volunteer teachers and teacher’s
aids: Ellie Bouchey, Holly Klingler, Chris
Henderson, Jean Henderson and Linda
Mullin. The daily sacrifices they make
for Lyceum students is inspiring.
…Alta House Director Ricki Coach,
and coaches Sean Sweeny, and Mike
Trevisonno for making The Lyceum’s
excellent Athletic program possible. .
These dedicated people know every
Lyceum student by name and teach
the principles of sportsmanship with
kindness and exemplary patience.
… all Lyceum parents and
grandparents – from those who
helped to paint, build bookshelves,
clean and prepare the school for its
Fall opening, to those who have been
able to give of their time and talent
throughout the year.
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… Lucya Lebid for the Christmas
decorations gracing our school.
… Dianne McFadden, parent liaison
with the Museum of Natural History
for classroom science materials.
… Mercedes Musgrove for her excellent
craftsmanship in sewing costumes for
the upcoming spring play.
… Mr. and Mrs. Walt Draeger for
building each of the students a shelf
for all of their many books.
… Wendy Lawson and Mr. Pat O’Neill
for cheerfully keeping The Lyceum
looking great and in good repair.
. . . Jean Henderson for serving the best
hot lunch in town every Friday (for
two years running!)—Thank you!
… Margaret and Tony Ciaravino, and
Ann Sandvick for more hot lunches and those great Ciaravino apples!
… Hallie Farrington and Mary Rowinski.
for their many hours of help with
everything from gardening to the
direct mailing fundraiser.
… Donna Shumay and Jean Henderson
for organizing raffles and online
purchase fundraisers.
… Dennis Rowinski for the many many
hours spent serving as chairman of
the “Friends of the Lyceum.”
… ‘Clio’ award-winning marketing
specialist and director Gay Eyerman,
and cameraman Bob Rogers for
dedicating so much time and effort to
the The Lyceum video project.
… the parents who gave interviews
for the video: Tony and Margaret
Ciaravino, Jim and Colleen Hogan, and
Don and Donna Shumay.
… Stephanie Langley and all the Moms
in The Lyceum Mother’s Rosary
Group for praying the Rosary for us
on the third Wednesday afternoon of
each month in the Langley home.
These prayers are a powerful source
of strength and consolation for
everyone at The Lyceum. Thank you!
… our beloved priests, for giving us
the greatest gift ever - Christ himself
in the Eucharist, we thank Fr. James
Singler from St. Ann’s, Fr. Chris Weber
from St. Joan of Arc, and to Fr. Racco
from Holy Rosary for his continued
support of the school. Grazie!

Music of Ancient Greece Featured
in Performance of Euripides’ Alcestis
On November 12, “The Lyceum
Players” presented Euripides’ Alcestis,
directed by Lyceum Tutor Jana Draeger
and accompanied by Fred Lautzenheiser
on the double harp. This production
featured the authentic music of
ancient Greece. We are grateful to
Mr. Lautzenheiser for researching and
performing these remarkable pieces.

Photos this page by Ann Sandvick

Of the featured songs, some were
written specifically for the tragedies of
Euripides in the late 5th Century BC.
These very early melodies capture the
soul of tragedy with enharmonic
tones. Other songs were taken from
the works of Mesomedes, the court
musician to Emperor Hadrian in the
2nd Century AD. Hadrian, as did
many of the Roman elite, favored all
things Greek, and so these songs were
composed in the Lydian mode, an
example of which is the sublime
Invocation to the Muse and Apollo; the
Greek words and melody of which,
s u n g a nd p l a y e d by M r .
Lautzenheiser to open the
evening’s performance, were
simply haunting.
N o t s u r p r i s i n g l y , th e
evocative strains of these
early melodies perfectly
accompany the spare pathos
of the Greek Tragedies,
which, for the most part, is
played out
not on the
stage, but
in
the

soul of the watcher. To the English
speaker, the spare, elegant verse forms
of the Greeks seem to provide only
enough of an image to set the soul to
wonder. As Greek scholar Edith
Hamilton observes, “The English
method is to fill the mind with beauty;
the Greek way was to set the mind to
work.” (Chapter IV, The Greek Way . Edith
Hamilton. WW Norton & Co. 1930.)

Where Shakespeare places fifty words,
Euripides speaks but ten. In the same
way, Greek music practices the same
economy. Where Mozart gives a
hundred notes, Mesomedes uses two.
This simplicity and economy of poetry
and pathos, of music and movement,
of sculpture and architecture, is the
soul of the Ancient Greek aesthetic,
and we sat in hushed wonder to hear
the same notes that they did hear, in
Athens long ago.
(The Greek words and musical notation of the
songs referred to above can be found in a
work entitled Documents of Ancient Greek
Music. Egert Pohlmann, M.L. West. Oxford
Univ.ersity Press, 2001.)

Lyceum Students Shine in
Performance of Euripides’ Alcestis
The Tragedy With a Happy Ending?

Apollo (Curran Jones ‘08) appeared in
splendor, delivering a divine threat to the
wily Thanatos/Death (Marianna Langley
‘09) that the grim grip with which he held
all mortals would soon be loosed. The
very talented Chorus:(Emily Bowe ‘09,
Martina Ciaravino ‘07, Jessica Dunleavy ‘05,
Rose Langley ‘09, Blythe Jones ‘08, Adrian
Lebid ‘09 Dean Rowinski ‘07 Michael
Henderson ‘09, Mia Sandvick ‘09 Teresa
Shumay ’09, Abram Wuliger ‘07 and Mara
Wuliger ‘09) and their wise Leader,
(Elizabeth Henderson’05) along with
Alcestis’ lovely Handmaidens (Clare Hogan
‘08 and Elizabeth McFadden’08 ) introduce
King Admetus the hospitable, (Michael
Danner ‘08) who mourns for the imminent
death of the stately Queen Alcestis,
(Meghan Dougherty ‘08) who has agreed to
give her life in place of her husband’s.
After her death, Admetus’ feisty father
Pheres (Isabel DeRoberts ‘09) is driven
away from the funeral by his shockingly
impious son, who then welcomes brash
and brawny Hercules (Vinny Mullin ’09)
into his home. Ignorant of Alcestis’ death,
Hercules feasts intemperately, much to the
chagrin of Admetus’ loyal
Servants (Carissa ‘05 and
Chelaine ‘06 Lawson)
who tell Hercules the truth
about Alcestis’ death. In a
rage, Hercules storms the
gates of Hades, rescues
Alcestis from Death, and
restores her to Admetus.
In an odd turn of Fate, the

force that ever mystified
the Greeks, the play that
began as a tragedy actually
resolves with the happiest
of endings.

The Lyceum players;
clockwise from left to right;
Meghan Dougherty (‘08)
as Alcestis, D. Michael
Danner (‘08) as Admetus,
Mia Sandvick (‘09) and
Alexandra Musgrove (‘09)
as Chorus members,
Elizabeth Henderson (‘05)
as Chorus Leader,
Curran Jones (‘09) as
Apollo, who is not afraid
of Death, personified
here by Marianna
Langley (‘08).
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The following article, from a lecture by Dr. Michael
Platt, was sponsored by the ISI and delivered as
part of The Lyceum Lecture Series on October
13, 2004. It is reprinted here for your enjoyment
by the generous permission of the author.

THE YOUNG, THE GOOD,AND THEWEST

—- Michael Platt
V. THE GOOD AS WELL AS THE GREAT

The achievements of the intellect are
rooted in experiences of the good. As the
great discoverers tell us, the start of their great
intellectual achievement often lies back in
some childhood experience of something
wonderful, in watching a fly walk on a
wall, a current recoil from a bank, or
bread mold, or wondering how much
bigger than the starry sky is the whole,
inquiries they had no words for then and
supposed no one did or ever would. In any
case, in all of us, the heart beats to the
measure of the good before the understanding
recognizes it. Such experiences begin in
infancy, in the senses, in taste, touch, and
sight; soon, as the child grows dexterous,
agile, and exuberant, music infuses the good
of order into the soul; and after that, the
good may be cultivated in manners, in habits,
and in the moral virtues, which we learn first
by training, then by imitation, all long before
we reflect upon and thereby perfect them.
Later on, when the good has dwelt long in
heart and mind, it may shine in the face and
show in the hands. Many a homely girl, by
appreciating the fine things that belong to
her by desire, has become a beautiful
woman. Many an uncouth boy, by practicing
moderation, courage and justice, has become a
gentleman and also handsome. Often the
childhood picture of a notorious criminal
shows it could have gone another way.
Growing up ought to include
playing games, tag, hide-and-seek, and kick
the can, seeing a garden
through to harvest, and
hiking up a mountain all
day alone. While
playing outdoors, an awful lot of
primary good things — the sun, the sky,
a stream, a tree, the stars — enter the
soul, later to be recalled, in dark times, with
peace. Nothing electronic will give that.
Growing up ought to include having a pet,
having a friend sleep over, and relatives to
write letters to. The house ought to have a
dark cellar, a cluttered attic, and snug beds;
a fireplace, a piano and a kitchen table to

gather around; and plenty of corners to sit
quietly in. While playing indoors, while
playing chess, while feeling, even with dread,
that that black rook, knight, and bishop are
closing in on you, you may experience a
primary good entering your soul: that the
rational is real. Provided with stories worth
telling, growing up ought to become a good,
long story itself, including many stories, all
worth your retelling. It ought to be filled with
a comprehensive happiness in being,
sometimes sheer in its delight in the existence
of this or that good thing, including
yourself, sometimes diffuse, wide and
wondrous, that such a whole exists at all,
rather than nothing, and sometimes intense
and sad, as when you love a pet who dies, lose
a friend, or make a big mistake, and withal
grateful for the whole. From such experiences
of the good, great things can later come, the
great delight that is art, the great wonder that
is philosophy, the great gratitude that is piety,
the great affection for family, city, and
country, to be made effectual in
statesmanship.
Those who miss the good that is in
childhood will find it hard to make up for it
later. It is hard to appreciate the good
without first tasting the sweet. In the
beginning the mind grows through the tongue.
Mother’s milk, a good bone, zwieback,
apples with more tang than shelf life,
good bread, ice cream you churned,
meals made from scratch, in
season, from your own garden
or one you walked though or saw,
and made in your own kitchen,
perhaps by you when you got a little older —
some taste of these will suffice to give
memories as dear as that French cookie was
to Proust. In childhood one springs away
from the dinner table as soon as one can to
play, but the happy memory of those meals
should be the basis of judging all later ones,
whether one arises satisfied from them and
whether one looks forward to them with good
expectations.
It is hard to discover the true
without first gazing at the beautiful. The
mind grows through the eye. The
pattern made by the cracks in the
paint high above your crib, sunlight
through a window whose panes are
proportioned by the golden mean, the rich
design of an oriental rug you are following
with a toy train or tank, a good combination
of strong colors in your bedroom, not acrylic
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and glaring, but with a subtle palette such as
Cézanne’s — a few such experiences in
childhood will prepare you to appreciate the
elevated unity of color, shadow,
line, in Rembrandt and to
think about the meaning. So,
too, building with a set of hard wood
blocks will prepare you to appreciate
Paestrum, Monticello, and Chartres.
All the precious attention Rilke devotes to
spoons, cups, and plates is fitting. All things
in daily use, should be beautiful. The child’s
first spoon in its mouth need not be silver, but
its surface should be smooth and its curve
attractive. It is not wrong for zeks to cherish
the spoon they fashioned in captivity. The
superiority of each of the ancient peasant
cultures of Europe to modern,
homogeneous, cosmopolitan, mass,
mall culture is evident in a single
spoon, plate, or chair, despite the peasant’s
lack of electricity and an indoor toilet. We
tasting and seeing animals also crawl, swim,
walk, and run. What exercise is the child
set to? Not only strength, endurance, speed,
agility, coordination, and health are at stake
here, but self-control, grace, and courage, in
other words, the soul, too. Are all sports
equal? Why do the bodies and the souls of
those who played one sport in youth seem so
different from the others when they meet at
high school reunions? And we sensible,
moving animals also dance. What music
does the child hear? What singing does the
family do? And if daily family life were set
to the music that fits it, what would it sound
like? Haydn’s Quartet op. 71, no. 1, or the
Stones’ “Paint It Black”? Music is at once
the most intellectual of the arts and, despite
the fact that it has almost no element of
representation in it, the most moving of the
soul, moving and forming. Start the day with
a good melody and you will try to hear it all
day, and sometimes you will.
We animals with senses are also
rational. Good tastes, good sights, and good
tunes naturally ready one for good experiences
of the word, of logos, in its first form, stories.
The good order of Scupper the Sailor Dog’s
cabin, everything in its place and him in his
bunk bed, is an image of his confident soul,
ready for adventure. Your room, too,
could be so neat. Though abandoned by
their own parents, Hansel and Gretel
prove equal to the Witch they burn in that
oven intended for them. You could prevail
too. And later in life, in some dark hour,

starting from a light sleep, it will be good to William Tell Overture before Beethoven’s late doesn’t, there is no rule. Only sagacity can
recall the night King Babar went to sleep quartets, and Brueghel before Rembrandt. decide. Then to discern in a thicket of choices
troubled, how he dreamed of the ugly vices being Although we sometimes grow by spurts, and the right way and to follow it successfully,
driven away by the handsome virtues, and can even name the day and hour when we first choosing the best means, prudence, the crown
awoke to find it all true. Few orphans will be discovered something and were fetched forward of the practical virtues, is required. The
so fortified. Nor, as a consequence, can they by it, like Dante by Beatrice, still there is a existence of this virtue is best shown precisely
reflect that they have these good stories because progress from the good to the great that is by examples, by men and women who possess
someone once read them aloud to them, someone steady, with steps that are best not omitted, or it, yet it is hard to attain by imitation, since
who was thinking of their good before they were skated over quickly. As children, the well what is sagacious changes in accord with the
in being.
bred obey the commands of their parents, circumstances in their multitudinous and
Few childhoods will be filled with mind the laws of the land, and imitate the mutually influential detail. Here then
perfectly sweet, beautiful, and cheerful things. examples of the virtuous adults around them. nothing but intelligence will do. Odysseus is
Or can be. Parents who strive to provide Initial comparative weakness and ignorance the best example in literature, but to
perfect childhoods will commonly pass big makes obedience the first requirement of the understand why what he does is sagacious,
doses of their anxiety to their children. Or child. Your young life, you might lose, unless you have to think his thoughts, which Homer
should be. Such parents
you obey Mother. never does for you, but once.
misunderstand something.
There is a snake,
In the soul of a well-bred youth, it
Sweet, beautiful, cheerful,
o r a s e m i , o r is emulation that is on the way to this
good things do not have to be
something so evil I intelligence. Good youths are known by their
abundantly present for the
do not want to heroes. It is as La Rochefoucauld says: “The
soul, which naturally seeks
name it to you; it influence those we love has over us almost
them, to find them and
i s a p pr o a c h i n g a l w a y s e x c e e d s o u r i n f l u e n c e o v e r
flourish. One spring, one
swiftly, right now; ourselves” (Maxims, 525). There is a
drink, will do, and
obey immediately, natural course in our emulation. At first, we
sometimes one drop may
without question, emulate like the child who wears the same
suffice. Surfeit would
there is no time. clothes as his hero; later we try to act just like
squelch appetite. Moreover,
that hero; and finally, only
if a childhood is poor in
by thinking like him in
primary experiences of the
service of the same
good, their presence in good
purposes do we emulate
stories may suffice. Those The Dance, detail: Pieter Brueghel the elder
well. We go then from
who have missed such experiences may then Obedience is also the
walking about dressed just
benefit mightily from reading some good basis of later selflike Gary Cooper, with
books, ones that give tastes of the beautiful, command. No one
“High Noon” whistling in
meals of the good, and for dessert, heroes to ever gave himself hard
our ears, to realizing that
imitate; give them to all, but give especially to commands who had
the Marshall is telling us
the needy, to those who haven’t had many not first obeyed them
to face the bully in our
good meals, dwelt in beauty, or had a hero for f r o m o t h e r s . T o
school, and on to simply
a father or an uncle. For meals read Farmer obedience more must,
asking, “What is the
Boy and learn what a boy should have for however, be added.
virtuous thing for me to
breakfast every morning, apple pie. For The destiny of the
do?” Only after doing
beauty visit the Secret Garden and feel what child is not to become
that until you are thirty, so
power to strengthen a puny soul lies in a a good slave, but a
Aristotle says, will you be
flower. And for heroes read the Landmark free adult, someone
ready for the Great Books
books, meet Washington, Sequoyah, Nelson, who chooses in accord
question, “What is
The Canticle of Simeon: Rembrandt
Bolivar, Carson, and Garibaldi, and know with reason. Up this long ascent, the rules, virtue?” Young people need to read “a
that heroes do walk the earth. They really indicating the wrongs to right and left, are thousand good books before they read a
were heroes. Later on you can appreciate the helpful. Rule- or law-abidingness is not, hundred great ones,” as John Senior says.
more shaded accounts.
however, equivalent to virtue, only something
Unfortunately, there are today very
In a well-ordered country with helpful to it. “Don’t fall asleep at your post”
few brought up to be gentlemen and ladies.
flourishing families, young people first become is not the whole of loyalty, nor even the virtue
Ask the waitresses at restaurants in college
good and only later perhaps great. As of courage. Imitation is the way to such
towns. In the manners, the music, and
children they enjoy good meals before refined virtues. Moreover, although children benefit
morality of Western public life, there is no
dishes, bread before sauce, hearty fare before from the clarity of law, law can cover only the
guidance for the young, and their homes have
haute cuisine, lots of latte before café latte, easy cases. Justice is far more than fairness.
not sheltered them from public squalor. Down
Frog and Toad before Stuart Little, the To decide when the rule fits and when it
the TV antenna like lightning comes
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everything both effete and barbaric straight
into their gaping souls. That novelty of our
time, the Teenager, is truly someone without
parents who command, parents who counsel,
or parents to imitate. With intelligent, restless
orphans, we often have then no range of choice;
it is either the great books, great arguments,
and great longings, or nothing. It is nobility
or nihilism.
Fortunately, the great books do often
give great examples to emulate, great arguments
to engage, and great pleasures to arouse, but
they are not without their dangers. It is not
only that the metaphysical among them may
close our eyes to what’s in front of us, that the
epistemological may paralyze the knowing
mind, and that the tragedies among them will
surely make the soul suffer, but that the very
greatness of all great books can make the soul
stoop. Reading them can make you
melancholy; tales of old greatness can make you
sad; and great ideas can make you feel small.
Orphans, especially the most virtuous among
them, may suffer from the great books they
read, and then make others do so. Those who
seek the true without having enjoyed the good
may make the true, the enemy of the good. I
once knew a gifted graduate of a Great Books
college who helped destroy a merely good college,
half devoted to great books, just because it did
not measure up to the college of his dreams, or
rather to the perfect secondary book on a great
book he had not yet written, which was also his
justification for denying his wife a child.
There are some souls who regard the
good as superficial, boring, or contemptible
(which is not the same as hateful). If given
Aristotle’s Ethics to read, they will not say
“That’s pretty much what I’ve always
thought,” as Churchill did, but sum it up as
“Look both ways before you cross the
street.” Of course, such a contemplative but
unself-knowing soul may well step in front of
the first semi of nihilism coming down the
street; although they will not embrace it, they
will not see it, or see it for what it is, and
they will perish. Then there are those active
souls whose idealism tramples on common
and ordinary goods. Since he thinks well of
himself for having high standards, the
idealist is unlikely to examine himself,
notice the consequences of his conduct, and
trace the failure of his schemes to himself.
Since he knows he is pursuing the good, he
does not think he needs to do much of it.
Such souls are, to be sure, dangerous, but I

am not talking about them, but rather
about those orphans in whom the hunger for
truth cannot stomach the good. To their
flashing eyes everything merely visible seems
weary, stale, and ignoble, worth torching.
Thinking that the world as it is, that it
better were not, and the world as it should
be, that it does not and cannot exist, they
may try to prove it by destroying whatever in
the world or out is good. “Burn everything
older than yourself,” as Holden Caulfield
might say and then just might include
himself. And even an orphan who retains
his aspirations, ones that have not grown up
from a good childhood, may be cruel to
whomever in whom he sees things he has not
extinguished in himself.
Very often in the Platonic dialogues,
Socrates confronts the opinions of some
young interlocutor with knowledge, usually
with the knowledge that the youngster does
not know what he just claimed to know.
These Athenian youths were, however, well
bred; they were gentlemen; they were citizens;
and they would soon rule. In Platonic
terms, of course, they had grown up in the
Cave, the Athenian version to be sure, but
all cities are caves. We should be so lucky!
To grow up in Athens where the public
entertainment was provided by the three
greatest tragedians the world has ever seen.
The city of Pericles and Thucydides. The
city of daring and endeavor. Some cave.
Today’s students, the Teenagers, have grown
up in no cave at all. Instead they have
grown up in a pit below the Cave. Unlike a
cave, this abyss gives its inhabitants nothing
much to live for. Opinions these Teenagers
do have, but not such as could hold a
country, a civilization, or a family together.
Nor do they please the youth himself. To
each other and to every man and woman,
such students are at best “nice,” and to
themselves, they are empty, or listless, as
Bloom says. Most have never written a good
letter, or received one. Most have never
listened to two adults talk seriously for an
hour. Most have never taken a walk with a
friend or with thoughts. Falling in with
what is critical, difficult, adventurous, and
skeptical in the Great Books will not
necessarily be good for such homeless ones.
Moreover, the great books often give
examples to emulate that may be, in their
ambiguous mixture, quite dangerous for such
orphans. David, Alcibiades, Coriolanus,
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Augustine, Prince Hamlet, King Lear,
Anna Karenina, Dmitry Karamazov —
there is greatness in their souls, but you
would not want someone to imitate all their
deeds, or even a great many of them. To
distinguish the evil from the good in them you
have to be not only good already but also
experienced in life. Likewise with such great
thinkers as Machiavelli, Rousseau, and
Nietzsche. That their great thoughts are
ambiguous is clear enough from their political
consequences, and even clear up closer
(consider whoever in your circle of friends and
teachers is taken with them), but who is
thinker enough to separate the good and the
evil in them? In truth, it would take some
soul on their own level. And no young
person, orphaned or not, is that soul. La
Rochefoucauld is not wrong when he observes,
“There are heroes of evil as well as
good” (Maxims, 185).
It is well then if students of today meet not
only the great heroes but the good ones as
well. Most of the great stories do represent
such men and women, but usually in
subordinate roles, Horatio beside Hamlet,
Edgar beside Lear, Desdemona beside
Othello. It is well then, from time to time,
to consider stories where the good are more
prominent than the great. Jane Austen,
Willa Cather, and Henry Fielding have
given us examples. And in the greatest
example, Tolstoy’s War and Peace, the
good are very much better than the great,
Kutuzov better than Napoleon, indeed
Pierre, Natasha, and nearly everybody
better than Napoleon. The most revealing
example is Andrei, for it is when he loses
his worship of greatness, of his hero
Napoleon, when he looks up at the great
sky above Austerlitz and forgets “my
Toulon,” that he becomes something much
better than great, namely good. So says
Tolstoy, and this great man infatuated
with goodness should be given a hearing.
Neither orphan nor well-bred student will
suffer from it.
Accompanying such good books in a Great
Books curriculum might also come some
experiences of the good as well. In no
longer enforcing parietals, the colleges of the
late 1960s gave up being in loco parentis.
By saying to students in the dorms, in the
dining halls, and in everything outside
class, “you are on your own,” the colleges of
the 1960s imitated the parents who had

They are likely to believe that nothing like the
home they ache for will ever exist on earth.
Despairing of it, they may be tempted to think
that only the destruction of the homeless world
they have grown up in will secure what they long
for. The best places they meet in the great
books may become the cause of ache, despair,
accusation, and revenge in them. They will
more often shake their fist at the condition of
the world than set about ameliorating the portion of it that is their neighborhood. Aching
globally, they will destroy locally.
It is well then that the great books
also include history books, where good and bad
places from the middle of the scale are found,
not the extremes of best and worst. Between
Heaven and Hell, between the best and the
worst regime in Plato, between the palace of
Phaiakia and the cave of Polyphemus, there are
so many grades. These middle grades teach us
to choose in the half-light that our lives are
mostly lived in. Most choice in life is choice of
the second or third or fourteenth choice. (Prochoice is always wrong choice, since you wouldn’t
assert it, if you could put forward a good reason.) Although we will always judge by the
extremes, to act best we need discernment in the
middle range. From the historians, Thucydides
to Burckhardt, we may learn that many grades
of the bad can be endured and that many grades
of the good can be attained. By giving us the
middle of the great scale, they may moderate our
impatience for reform, whose violence might
make things worse, or they may wisely reconcile
us to where we are now in that middle, for
things could be worse.
It is true that every Christian is
prepared to acknowledge that our home is truly
elsewhere, that really we are homeless, but if we
Christians have grown up in a good Christian
home, we will leave the destruction of the world
to God, honor our father and mother, and provide our children with a home worthy of such
honoring. C. S. Lewis formulated Christian
teaching well when he said that although it
makes sense to die for your country, it makes no
sense to live for it. The things of Caesar are
worthy of the respect that is in rendering, the
things of Lincoln are worthy of full-measured
dedication, but to Christ alone is worship due.
Although no country, even a good
one, can be as good as a friend, and not even
the finest human being could be as good as the
idea of the good or God, nevertheless, the soul
does its best with mates and cannot do without
a country too. It is not only that human beings, being political animals, need to associate
to survive, but that souls need associations to
be in good shape. Between us and the highest

we can love, we need intermediaries to keep our
affections alive. Even the solitary writer sometimes needs a clean, well-lighted café to sit, to
see, and to be seen in.
VI. GREAT PLACES AND STORM HOMES

Nothing is quite as good as growing up in a
good home, but if you didn't, you can get some
of that good from other sources, from growing
up in a good town, belonging to a good parish,
going to a good school, or living in a good
country. An orphan is someone who, doing
without a home, is in search of one. The common fancy in childhood that one is not really
from this family, that later they will tell you
‘you were adopted,’ suggests that the yearning
is universal. What boy looking at his father’s
toe with hair sprouting from it, and knowing
all his smooth, pink body has not thought,
“We are different species.” An experience in
the snowbelt of America, when children still
walked to school, bespeaks it. The arrangement was that if there were a great storm, one
that would keep the children from walking
back out to their farms, there was a family in
town to whom each was assigned. That family
was your “storm home.” They would take you
in. You met them early in the fall, before the
snow; they knew your favorite foods; they had
copies of your favorite books, and although
they knew your bedtime, you felt they might let
you stay up beyond it. Knowing of your storm
home made the great storms less fearful, the
anticipated homesickness less painful, and the
world a better place. Knowing that you had a
storm home, one just for you, some children
wished for snow.
Today in America it is not easy to find a good
town, or a good parish, or a good school, and
as a consequence (though also as a cause),
America is not the good country it once was.
The snow has been falling for forty years now;
the Teenager is someone who has grown up
knowing nothing else. They have been told
there are no storm homes; and you should not
even yearn for one, to be in one or to start one.
Nihilism “says of the world as it is, that it
better were not, and with regard to the world
as it should be, that it does not and cannot
exist.” But nature cannot be quite extinguished, and America is not as bad as it has
been made to seem to these Teenagers. Moreover, in the foundation of America these orphans may find exactly the storm home their
souls do still long for.
Thus, it is well for the orphans of
America to learn something about the good of
their own country, America. When the current
scene looks like a combination of drunk
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Pappy, reechy Uncle Claudius, and 108
suitors on couches in your living room wooing
your mom, Penelope, a recourse to the foundation in the cellar may be wise. Such a
recourse to beginnings will combine a return
to the home with the great adventure of meeting your father who you never knew, as Telemachus did Odysseus, and then together they
restored Ithaka. In truth, it is only through
such a recourse to our first principles that
America will be renewed, its couches cleared of
loungers and its market place of hucksters,
and its houses become homes, that it might
once again be more nearly good in itself and
the cause of good in others.
America is not as gifted as suffering Athens,
as beautiful as cunning Florence, or as aspiring as Elizabethan England, but it is good,
good enough to be worthy of gratitude and
obedience, even from time to time of esteem,
and always of rededication. Moreover, for the
orphans of America it is their own, in a way
as well as a degree that the other lands cannot
be, even if they have, like their unfortunate
parents, grown up ignorant of it. Almost all
nations need to chasten their collective selflove. The orphans of America, the generation
of the Teenager, may be the first people on
earth to need to strengthen their love of their
own, themselves and their fellow Americans.
Earlier Americans probably needed to pray
“God mend thy every flaw, Confirm thy soul
in self-control, Thy liberty in law.” Present
ones need to sing “Sweet land of liberty,”
honor the “brave” who have made this
“home” “free,” and discover what a “heart
too full for utterance” is.
Dr. Michael Platt has taught
literature, political science, and
philosophy at Dartmouth and the
University of Dallas, and at the
University of Heidelberg. His
Rome and Romans According to
Shakespeare first appeared in 1976 (2nd ed.:
University Press of America, 1982); his "Falstaff in
the Valley of the Shadow of Death" is in Major
Literary Characters: Falstaff, ed. Harold Bloom
(Chelsea House, 1991); and Seven Wonders of
Shakespeare is forthcoming. His essays on learning and teaching the young today in America are
in "Souls without Longing," Interpretation, 1991;
"The Young, The Good, and the West," in America, The West, and the Liberal Arts, ed. Ralph
Hancock (Rowman & Littlefield, 1998). Dr. Platt
lectures for ISI, and writes for Practical
Homeschooling. He and his wife now homeschool
their children in Fredericksburg, Texas.
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The Lyceum Now Accepting
Items for Upcoming Silent Auction
The Friends of The Lyceum are busy organizing what promises to be a festive fundraising event: The First Annual Lyceum Silent
Auction, to be held sometime in late April or
early May of 2005. All Lyceum families and
friends are asked to help seek out donations
from area businesses in the form of gift
certificates, baskets, goods, or services to
sell at auction. For more information, or to
obtain the forms for tax-exemptions to give
to area donors, contact us at 216.707.1121.

This just in - December 21, 2004…
… The Lyceum has just received a new matching challenge grant, this time by the Fred A. Lennon Charitable Trust for the 2005 calendar year
in the amount of $5, 000. This new funding will
allow The Lyceum to provide scholarships to
qualifying new students. By the generosity of
three friends of The Lyceum, we are already halfway to meeting this challenge! Our thanks go out
to the Fred A. Lennon
Charitable Trust for its
generous gift to The
Lyceum’s development.

Please Join us for this Upcoming Event!

At 7pm, on Thursday February 24th, 2005
Lute and voice ensemble Mignarda is coming to The
Lyceum, and this time, with a glorious program of
sacred and secular French music from the Late
Renaissance! Featuring guest performances by the
students, Faculty and Friends of The Lyceum, the
proceeds of this upcoming concert will benefit The
Lyceum Scholarship Fund.
Tickets can be purchased for $12 in advance or at the door .
Contact us at 216.707.1121 or visit mignarda.com for more information.
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